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   Great Movie!
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  GoalsUnit One

Talking about past events

Making invitations

Talking about movies



  ActivityUnit One

Dating

Chinese   vs   American

Young people in the U.S. and Canada are usually allowed to go on dates 
alone when they are in high school, although each family has its own rules. 
Parents may allow their children to go out only with a group or may expect 
them to come home at a certain time. University students and young people 
with jobs usually don’t have such restrictions.

My parents don’t allow 
me to go on dates.



  ActivityUnit One

Dating 

Spots



  ActivityUnit One



  ActivityUnit One



  Warm-upUnit One

How often do you go to the movies?

How often do you go to concerts?
 
How often do you eat out?

Eat away from 
home,or in a 
restaurant



  Warm-upUnit One

Let’s look at the pictures and listen to the recording. 
Where did the people go? Check the correct picture.

√



 ConversationUnit One

A. Listen and discuss the following questions:

     Jason and Casey are on their first date.  
First, they saw a movie. Now they’re at 
a restaurant. 

         Did Jason enjoy his date with Casey? 

         Did Casey enjoy his date with Jason?

Getting to know you.

Jason thought he blew it.

Casey thought it was a great date.



• B. Listen and practice. (Fill in the blank with 
the missing information.)

Casey: So, did you like the movie? 
Jason: Yes. I did. I liked it a lot. Did you enjoy it? 
Casey: It was alright. I                               . I don’t                 
            like                             very much. 
Jason: I don’t know that. I’m sorry about the
            movies.
Casey: Oh, that’s okay. It wasn’t so bad.
Jason: Well, here are our drinks.

  ConversationUnit One

closed my eyes
horror movies



Jason: Oh, no! What did I do? 
　　　I　　　　　　　　　　　　　　!
　　　 I’m so sorry. 
Casey: It’s okay. Don’t worry about it.
Jason: Look, why don’t we go for a walk? 
Casey: I’m sorry. I can’t. it’s late, and I  
　　　　　　　　　tomorrow. I studied 
　　　last night, but I    didn’t study a lot.
Jason: ﹝thinking﹞ Oh, no.　　　　　!
Casey : ﹝thinking﹞ That was a great date! 

 ConversationUnit One

spilled my drink all over you

have a test

I blew it

Ｉ

spill sth. over sb.  把东西洒在某
人身上



Are you a real movie fan?

  VocabularyUnit One



Popular Movie Types

Comedies
Comedies are funny and sometimes silly.

  VocabularyUnit One



Horror Movies
Horror movies
 are scary and 
sometimes 
thrilling.

  VocabularyUnit One



Dramas
Dramas  are stories about people’s problems.
Sometimes they are  romantic and sometimes
sentimental. 

  VocabularyUnit One



Action Movies
Action movies are fast-moving and exciting.

Often they’re very violent. 

  VocabularyUnit One



Science Fiction Movies
Science fiction movies are often about the
future. 
They are very  imaginative.

  VocabularyUnit One



What kind of movie did you see?
We  saw a/an                     movie.
Was  it                    ?
Yes, it was really              .

horror

scary

scary

  VocabularyUnit One



Practice
A. Listen to the conversations. What kinds of movie did each person see?
      Number the movies you hears.

_____drama

_____horror

_____Western

_____action

_____science fiction

_____comedy

  VocabularyUnit One

5

1

6

2

3

4



Practice
B. Pair work. Choose two types of movies from page8.
    Give two examples of each movie type.

Example: science fiction

             1. Star Wars

             2. War of the Worlds

  VocabularyUnit One

C. Pair work. Take turns inviting each other to a movie. 
    Use the movies from Exercise B above.

 Example:

________________

_________



Story Time

Yesterday I went to the cinema with my 
girlfriend

……

That was a great date.

Key  words : watch movie,

movie type,  like, drinks, happy, kiss  

Let Us Make up a Story Together

  VocabularyUnit One



• TAPESCRIPT
• M1：So, did you like it?
• F1: Like it? I loved it!
• M1: Me too. I enjoyed the last part a lot.
• F1: The music was great.
• M1: Yeah. The new songs were so good.
• F1: Yeah, that was a really great concert.

  Warm-upUnit One




